Purpose: Hot strip rolling mill consists of a lot of mechanical and electrical units. In condition monitoring and diagnosis phase, various units could be failed with unknown reasons. In this study, we propose an effective method to detect early the units with abnormal status to minimize system downtime.
K-means algorithm
Step 1 : (Initial object selection) By some rule, the coordinates of k objects are selected as the centroid of the initial cluster.
Step 2 : (Cluster assignment of objects) For each object, calculate the distance to the center of the cluster and then assign the object to the closest cluster.
Step 3 : (Calculation of cluster center coordinates) Calculation of cluster center.
coordinates.
Step 4 : (Convergence condition check) The newly calculated center coordinate value is compared with the previous coordinate value to be within the convergence condition, otherwise step 1 is repeated. 
a  is the number of points in the dataset and  the number of clusters defined. [BUILD]
Step 1 : The distances between different individuals are obtained for each individual, and a single object having the smallest sum is selected as a medoid. Let M be the selected representative entity set.
Step 2 : For entity  not selected as representative entity, find the distance   closest to entity  among the individuals previously selected as representative entity.
That is, Then, for two individuals  and  not selected as representative individuals, the following is calculated.
Step 3 : Include the object  with the largest distance reduction as follows in the representative object and modify the representative object set.
Step 4 : If  representative objects have been selected, move to SWAP step, otherwise return to step 1.
Step 1 : In order to calculate the change of objective function when exchanging entity  and entity , we first calculate the change in any entity  ( ≠ ) that is not selected as a representative entity as follows.
Step 2 : When the representative entity  is exchanged for , the total variation is as follows. Table 5 . Determining the best number of clusters (Charrad, et al., 2014) 
